### CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>5 points</th>
<th>4 – 1 points</th>
<th>0 points</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Proper & effective use of media**           | • Media/Images is/are relevant to the topic presented  
• Media/Images is/are clearly viewable and appropriate  
• Text associated with media/images is informative & accurate |             |          |       |
| **Presentation & integration of information** | • Information is presented in a logical flow  
• All information presented pertains to the topic  
• All content is clearly and accurately stated |             |          |       |
| **Accuracy and quality of the presentation**  | • Presentation provided sufficient information & detail  
• Created logical links between different sets of information  
• Presented to audience, didn’t read from presentation |             |          |       |
| **Understanding of the subject**              | • Explained content correctly for level of audience  
• Included relevant, understandable information  
• Stated all terms, procedures, & vocabulary correctly |             |          |       |
| **Explicitly met criteria of assignment**     | • Directly addressed the interaction between human health and environmental health.  
• Explained a logical and informed relationship between human health and environmental health (or vice versa) |             |          |       |

Evaluator NAME ___________________________  Presentation Title _______________________________
Presentation Group Members ____________________________________________________________
FINAL score (out of 25) ______